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Abstract This paper discusses practical aspects
of building an extensible design environment for
XTT rule bases. The environment allows for an
integration of number of services. These services
include the formal verification framework, as well
as a logic server that runs the designed XTT rules.
In the paper the architecture of the services is dis-
cussed. Main integration issues are presented, and
the communication protocol is proposed. Use sce-
narios for the main services are given.

1. Introduction Many intelligent systems de-
sign methods were developed in Artificial Intel-
ligence. Such systems are based on declarative
methods of knowledge representation and pro-
cessing [8]. Rules are a basic knowledge repre-
sentation method. The systems that use rules are
known as Rule-Based Systems (RBS) [1].

The HeKatE project (hekate.ia.agh.
edu.pl) aims at providing an integrated
methodology for design of RBS. The main mo-
tivation behind the project is to speed up and sim-
plify the design of RBS. The methodology divides
the whole design process into three stages: con-
ceptual, logical and physical.

The XTT method (eXtended Tabular Trees) [2]
provides the visualization during the design
phase. Rules are grouped in decision tables and
presented in a graphical way. Such a represen-
tation facilitates creating clear and transparent
model. The formal description enables the model
quality verification during the design. This facil-
itates the detection and fixing of errors [2]. Hav-
ing a complete XTT diagram a physical system
implementation can be generated automatically.

The methodology provides not only a set of
methods, but also a set of tools supporting it. The

main purpose of this paper is a presentation of the
Hekate Design Environment (HaDEs for short).
After a short introduction to the XTT method
in Section 2, the paper presents the most im-
portant information about the design tools. Sec-
tion 3 describes the HQEd tool that supports XTT
method. Next, in the Section 4 the paper intro-
duces the XTT inference and verification engine
called HeaRT. In Section 5 presents the way of
a communication between the tools that are in-
volved in the design. In this Section the archi-
tecture of the above mentioned services is dis-
cussed. Main integration issues are presented, and
the communication protocol is proposed. Use sce-
narios for the main services are given in Section 6.
The short summary and the future works direc-
tions are described in Section 7.

ARD is a conceptual design method. It iden-
tifies system attributes and dependencies between
them. ARD is a hierarchical method that allows
for gradual increasing of details level of a system
description. It starts with the most general system
description, where system is described by single
conceptual attribute. In the next steps the system
becomes more precisely defined. The last ARD
level identifies the system using only the physical
attributes and dependencies between them. ARD
can be treated as a supportive design method for
XTT. The preliminary XTT schema may be gen-
erated according to ARD diagram.

2. XTT Design Method XTT [3, 5] is a logical
design method for rules. To prototype the rules
the ARD method is used. ARD is a conceptual
design method. It identifies system attributes and
dependencies between them. ARD is a hierarchi-
cal method that allows for gradual increasing of



details level of a system description. The prelimi-
nary XTT schema may be generated according to
ARD diagram.

XTT is the second and the most important
stage of the whole design process provided by
the methodology. This stage constitutes a logical
level of design, during which all the rules are de-
fined. Visualization is the main advantage of the
method. It provides a clear model design. This is
important for the complex models, which consist
of a large number of rules. Such a model allows
for detecting the errors and anomalies during the
design phase. The formal decription supports for-
mal verification (e.g. completeness).

The rules in XTT are formally described
in an attributive logic. This logic is called
ALSV(FD) (Attribute Logic with Set Values over
Finite Domains) [5]. According to ALSV(FD),
each attribute has a type, value and domain. The
domain must always be defined as a finite set.
ALSV(FD) provides two types of attributes: Sim-
ple attribute that can take only one value from the
domain, and Generalised attribute that can take
any subset of the domain as a value.

XTT tables are the basic visualization ele-
ments. XTT table is composed of rows, that corre-
spond to rules. Each column has assigned one at-
tribute that is displayed in a column header. Thus,
each rule in the table has the same prototype. That
means they have the same conditional and deci-
sion attributes. A rule consists of two parts: condi-
tional and decision. The separation between parts
is displayed as a double vertical line. See Fig. 2
for an XTT structure example.

The row may be connected to table by link.
This forms a tree-like structure. Link interpreta-
tion is: inference control, partial order. The infer-
ence control examines the rules in top-down or-
der. The rule is fired when the precondition is sat-
isfied. Next, the inference control goes to the next
rule in the table, or follows the link.

XTT enables generation of a physical imple-
mentation. The generation process produces a
Hekate Meta Representation (HMR for short) of
the XTT diagram [4].

3. HQEd Design Tool The tool makes the vi-
sual design on the XTT level possible. What is
more, it provides a mechanizm for formal verifi-
cation, which allows for checking a model against
the syntax and logical anomalies. The tool has
built–in engine of syntax monitoring that checks
the model against such errors as: inaccessible
rules, values out of domain, etc. The logical
anomalies are detected by other tool that consti-
tutes logic server (see Sect. 4).

The platform independence is the most impor-
tant issue of the tool implementation. This effect
has been reached by use of the Qt library. The
Qt library is a cross-platform application develop-
ment framework. It has a fully object-oriented ar-
chitecture. Qt supports a various of technologies
such as XML, OpenGL, SQL. A source code cre-
ated by using Qt can be compiled on such plat-
forms as X11, Windows, MacOS, and embeded
systems based on GNU Linux.

The source code of HQEd is divided into three
layers, which correspond to MVC design pattern:

• Model – is responsible for the internal XTT
and ARD model representation.

• View – provides the user interface as well as
is responsible for the communication with the
application.

• Controller – provides the communication be-
tween the layers.

HQEd has a user friendly graphical interface.
GUI is designed with respect to an intuitive and
convenient use. Each window dialog has the ap-
propriate input/output controls. This prevents the
user from entering an incorrect data.

The Figure 1 shows the schema of the archi-
tecture. The controller is the most important ele-
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ment of the architecture. It enables a flow of data
between the layers. It corresponds to the MVC
controller layer. The model consists of two layers
that are responsible for the internal models repre-
sentation. ARD Model stores an ARD model data,
while the XTT Model stores an XTT model data.
The remaining layers are included in the view that
maps the model to the other formats:
• User Interface – the visual model representa-

tion that is appropriate for an user. This layer
generates the graphical XTT diagram.

• XML mapping – translates a model data to a
XML based language called HML (HeKatE
Markup Language). The layer allow for stor-
ing and restoring the state of a model by use of
the files. The HML file format supports storing
both the ARD and XTT model data.

• Plugins API – provides the communication be-
tween HQEd and the other services.
The visual editor can be integrated with a cus-

tom rule interpreter HeaRT.

4. HeaRT Inference Engine HeKatE Run
Time (HeaRT) is a dedicated inference engine for
the XTT2 rule bases [6]. It is implemented in Pro-
log in order to directly interpret the HMR rep-
resentation which is generated by HQEd. HMR
(HeKatE Meta Representation) is a textual repre-
sentation of the XTT2 logic designed by HQEd.
It is a human readable form, as opposed to the
machine readable HML format. HeaRT allows to:
store and export models in HMR files, and verify
HMR syntax and logic.

An example excerpt of HMR is:
xschm dt: [day] ==> [today].
xrule dt/1:

[day in [mon,tue,wed,thu,fri]]
==>

[today set workday]
:th/1.

xrule dt/2:
[day in [sat,sun]]

==>
[today set weekend]

:th/1.

The first line defines an XTT table scheme
defining all of the attributes used in the table. Its
semantics is as follows: “the XTT table dt has
one conditional attribute: day and one decision at-
tribute: today”. Then two examples of rules are

given. The second rule can be read as: “Rule with
ID 2 in the XTT table called dt: if value of the at-
tribute day belongs to the set sat, sun then set the
value of the attribute today to the value weekend”.

The engine implements the inference based on
ALSV(FD). It supports four types of inference
process, Data and Goal Driven, Fixed Order, and
Token Driven [5]. Inference is based on assump-
tion, that the system is deterministic. Conflicts
should be handled during design process or de-
tected by verification.

HeaRT also provides a modularized ver-
ification framework, also known as HalVA
(HeKatE Verification and Analysis). Verification
and analysis module implements: simple debug-
ging mechanism that allows tracking system’s
work, logical verification of models (several plu-
gins are available, including completeness, deter-
minism and redundancy checks), and syntactic
analysis of HMR files using a DCG grammar of
HMR. The verification plugins can be run from
the interpreter or indirectly from HQEd using the
communication protocol.

The engine has communication and integra-
tion facilities. HeaRT supports Java integration
based on callbacks mechanism and Prolog JPL
library. It allows direct interaction via Prolog
console based on callbacks mechanism. HeaRT
can operate in two modes, stand-alone and as
TCP/IP server, offering TCP/IP integration mech-
anism with other applications. It is possible to cre-
ate console or graphical user interface build on
Model-View-Controler design pattern.

There are two types of callbacks are related to
attributes in HMR files:

1. Input – used to get attribute value from user.
This can be done by console or graphical user
interface.

2. Output – used to present attribute value to user.

Callbacks can be use to create GUI with JPL and
SWING in Java.

5. Service Integration The methodology pro-
vides a set of tools, which offer a different func-
tionalities. For instance on the one hand HQEd
supports the visual design on the logical level, on



the other hand HeaRT tool provides formal verifi-
cation of XTT. The communication between this
two tools makes the on-line verification possible.
There are several ways to provide communication
between two separated applications: network-
based communication, file-based communication,
CORBA, standart I/O redirection, etc. Owning to
common support for network technologies, HQEd
communicates with HeaRT through a TCP/IP-
based protocol. The editor sends a request for a
model verification and receives a feedback mes-
sage that contains the information about result.

The logic server is not the only tool that HQEd
communicates with. The other tools can provide
other services that may concern data representa-
tion, GUI modification, etc. All the tools that pro-
vide services are servers. The clients connect to a
server and use the services.

A single service that is offered by a server
constitutes an additional functionality of a client.
Thus the servers can be treated as plugins.

The whole communication goes through the
dedicated protocol. The set of commands has
been divided into four groups:

• Verification commands – responsible for per-
forming a formal verification of XTT and
sending result to the connected clients.

• Simulation commands – used to execute and
report of a XTT model simulation.

• Presentation commands – allow for changing
value presentation format.

• Translation commands – allow for the transla-
tion between different formats of a knowledge
representation.

The protocol does not support the session mech-
anizm. The clients are not constantly connected
to the servers. They establish a connection only
when they want to send a request. The connection
is closed after server response or timeout.

The format of the protocol messages is very
similar to the format of lists in the Prolog lan-
guage. The elements are separated by commas
and grouped with the help of the square brackets.
An example of simple protocol commands is:

[model, getlist].

This command is a request for list of all the stored
models in a server repository. The response of a
server can look as follows:
[true,
[
[username, modelname],
[otherusername, othermodelname]]].

The first element indicates if the message con-
tains a result of a request (true), or error mes-
sage (false). The second element is a list of
pairs. Each pair contains a name of the client
(username) that is a owner of model given as
modelname.

The protocol provides a very simple error han-
dling mechanizm. When request is incomplete,
has incorrect format etc, then the server sends the
information about error to the client. The error
command has the following format:
[false, ’Error message’].

The first element must be set to false, in order
to indicate error occurence. The second element
is a quoted string containing an error message.

6. Rule Modeling with HQEd The complete
XTT diagram consists of: tables, rules, connec-
tions. The design starts with the types definition.
The sequence defining policy is not specified.
However, the most convenient defining sequence
is as follows: types, attributes, tables, rules, and
links. The tool forces this sequence partially. For
instance: a table can be defined when exists at
least one attribute.

A definition of an attribute starts with a do-
main specification. The Type Editor window dia-
log is designed for the domain definition. The ac-
tion Type manager from the Types menu calls this
dialog. The New button allow for creating a new
type. The action Attributes → New attribute calls
the Attribute editor dialog. The dialog allows for
creating the attributes.

The next step relies on the tables and rules
defining. Firstly, the table schema must be de-
fined. It assigns the attributes to conditional or
decision part of a rule. The Table editor dialog al-
lows for definition of a table schema. Additionally
dialog enables a table title and type defining. The
last stage of a table definig relies on a rules speci-
fication. Each row corresponds to a rule. The rule



is defined when all the cells in the row are spec-
ified. Cell editor window dialog allows for creat-
ing and editing the rows and cells. The action Cell
editor form the Tables menu calls this dialog.

The last XTT design stage relies on linking ta-
bles. There are two ways to define a link: using
the Connection editor dialog, or the drag&drop
technique.

The following example is adapted from [7] and
shows a design process of ATM behaviour: cash
withdrawing, and balance inquiring. Each oper-
ation requires the correct PIN number. The user
has three attempts to enter the correct PIN num-
ber. After three unsuccessful attempts the card is
returned to the user. If an user tries to withdraw
some money, the ATM checks:
• if the required amount does not exceed the

ATM resources,
• if the user has enough free funds.

The input attributes are: PIN number and user ac-
tions. The system outputs are: cash and displayed
information. The detailed description of the case
can be found in [7].

HQEd enables the design of described system.
The complete XTT diagram for the ATM case is
shown in Fig. 2. The tool checks the model qual-
ity during the whole design process. It immedi-
atelly notifies the user of the discovered anoma-
lies. HQEd supports a syntax checking. It tries to
detect all the anomalies besides the logical ones.
It is very hard to enter incorrect value, because af-
ter each step HQEd checks entered values if they
are compatible with the defined domain. How-
ever, when tool detects an incorrect value then it
shows appropriate message to the user, which can
be similar to the given:
Argument value: pay_out is not
compatible with type cashpointActivity
Type error message: The value is out
of range.
Type: cashpointActivity
Domain: Ask_for_PIN/1 U
Take_the_card_away/2 U
Pay_out/3
Value: pay_out

As it was mentioned, the logical verification is
performed by HeaRT tool, which constitutes a
logic server. HeaRT communicates with HQEd
through TCP/IP protocol. When the XTT model

Figure 2. XTT model of the ATM use case



is changed, HQEd sends a request for a verifica-
tion of the model. The examples of requests are:
[model,verify,vreduce,h1,m691,t1].
[model,verify,vcontradict,h1,m691,t2].
[model,verify,vcomplete,h1,m691,t3].

The command requests for a verification of a
table t1 in terms of reduction, contradiction, and
completeness. The examples of responses are:
• [true, []]. – there are no logical anoma-

lies in the given table.
• [true, [[4, ’In t2 rule: 4 can be

joined with rule 8’], [8, ’In t2

rule: 4 can be joined with rule

8’], [8, ’In t2 rule: 8 can be

joined with rule 4’], [4, ’In t2

rule: 8 can be joined with rule

4’]]] – there are two rules that can be
merged into a single one.

• [true, [[2, ’In t3 rule: 2

conflicts with rule 3 for state:

(menuOption) = (Pay_out)’], [3,

’In t3 rule: 2 conflicts with

rule 3 for state: (menuOption) =

(Pay_out)’]]] – a contradiction for value
Pay_out has been detected. There are two
different conclusions for this value.

• [true, [[’In t4 uncover state:

(menuOption) = (Pay_out)’]]] – there
is no rule that defines a conclusion for the
given value.

7. Future work The main topic of this paper
is the presentation of HeKatE design and verifi-
cation framework. The crucial tools HQEd and
HeaRT have been presented and their the most
important functionalities have been discussed.
What is more, the issues of the tools integration
have been introduced and the short description of
the communication protocol have been presented.

The future work involves larger tools integra-
tion. This can be done by implementation of the
new services, development and improvements of
the communication protocol. The other ways of
communication should also be considered. Tools
testing is also a very important issue. The tools
are to be tested during a design of the new, more
complex cases. A set of use cases that can be com-
pared with the same cases designed in other tech-

nologies (CLIPS, Drools) is in the works. This is
important from the methodology point of view,
because it makes the identification of the methods
limitations possible as well as allows for bench-
marking the HeKatE methodology.
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